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In Lea's book of 19^7 {ref. 1) Lhc subject of 0,. is mentioned in the index seven

times only and in none of these contexts is 0, as a radiation sensitizer of organisms

and cells discussed. It was after the Lea period that 0_ became recognized as an

important radiation sensttizer, and its sLalus as perhaps the most important and use-

ful radiation sensitizer has not changed over the last 25 years, despite all of the

work that has gone into radiation sensitizers of other kinds. With reference to

mechanism, or even to operational characteristics of the 0_ effect, there was very

slow progress during this time. There were two separate early suggestions concern-

ing the way in which 0, mighL be acting in the cells as a radiation sensitizer. In

one, the emphasis was put on the target and the changes induced in it by radiation

to make it a "receptive" target for 0, sensitization. This is included in the Alper

(ref. 2) suggestion of the "met ionic reaction", her general term tc describe a num-

ber of things that might occur in the target such as electron change, bond change,

reaction between ionized molecules and so on, and their subsequent interactions in

some way with the 0. molecule. While rather unspecific, this suggestion has very

great merit because it distinguished clearly between this physico-chemical action

of 0. and its metabolic actions which were being suggested by several investigators

as reasons why 0» is a radiation sensitizer (ref. 2 ) .

The other general suggestion by Rebeca Gerschman (ref. 3) directs attention toward

the 0 molecule itself, suggesting that 0 in its molecular form is a sluggish mole-

cule, and only after irradiation can it be activated by forming free radical complex-

es such as HO,' and R0 '. This suggestion is a step beyond that which was proposed

by A'.per, but both have in common the fact that it may be free radicals (a term used

by Gerschman) that are involved in the 0 effects. Ger3chman's notion was that 0 as

R0 " is a toxic species.

Earlier, other authors had reported results in several biological systems that now

cor. be interpreted in terms of the knowledge that has been put together for the bac-

terial spore. Among these are the results of Maxwell and Kempton in 1939 and 191(1

(ref. h) who demonstrated that semi dry maize seeds, when heated, showed a lessened

radiation sensitivity compared to irradiated maize seeds that were not heated. This

is now interpretable as the consequence of the heat annealment of free radicals which



in lho spore system we demonstrate must react with 0~ to be damaging. And similarly,

the importance of free radicals was indicated by radiation induced-species, the re-

sults of Nybom, et^ a_l_ in 1952 (ref. 5) with dry seeds and H S showed a consequent de-

crease in radiation sensitivity and Sparmann et al (ref. 6) who showed a diminution

in rddidlion sensitivity of seeds by NO.

These results are entirely consistent with and explainable by the results from

the dry bacterial spore that constitute conclusive evidence that there is not one

0, effoct but rather Lwo 0, effects in the dry spore, and that one of these is cer-

tainly explained as the consequence oi the formation of relatively stable free radi-

cals in the dry spore that must react i/ith the birodical 0_ molecule to induce dam-

0((O in (hf ce) I (rof. 7 ) . T!v con!riout ion of this single 0 ? effect to the overall

radiation i t i v i tv is demons in Fiq, 1 (rcf. 8 ) .
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This radiation sensitivity profile of the bacterial spore as understood as of that

time still stands as a mode! of the various components of radiation damage, and from

it one can plot experiments to unravel mechanism(s). The contribution of the free

radical-0 component is about 6(K of" the total 0_ effect, with the other 0 effect's

contributing approximately ACfe to the total 0 effect. We should note in this dia-

gram that there are other free radical mechanisms that are apparently independent of

the 0 effect. In the type I kind of damage there is a H.S sensitive part that con-

ceivably is a Tree radical component independent of the presence or absence of 0..

Later, Tallentiro and Powers (ref. 9) demonstrated that the behavior of these two

components of the 0^ effect differ as one increases the water content of the spore.

Beginning with the very dry spores and adding water very gradually, they demonstrated

that the free radical component gradually diminishes in magnitude until it operation-

ally disappears. Fig. 2 demonstrates the disappearance of this with increased water.

It also shows that k ^ , that is the other part of the Oj effect, undergoes a drastic

reduction in magnitude so that in the spore saturated with water there appears to be

only one 0 effect, about equal in magnitude to the anoxic effect. In the discussion
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ill this paper as well as in a subsequent paper (ref. 10), the possibility of there

being two 0, effects in the water-saturated system was seriously proposed, the rea-

son for the second component's not being recognizable at that time, of course, being

that the lifetimes of the free radicals involved in k damage are so short in the

aqueous system that they are not revealed by the kinds of experiments done in the

dry spore.

The separation of the apparent single 0 effect into components in the fully hy-

drated spore has since been accomplished. The studies of Tallenlire et^ aj_ (ref. 11)

(Fig. 3) showed that if one introduces 0 in graded concentrations to the bacterial

spore system in aqueous suspension, there is a gradual increase in radiation sen-

sitiviiy to an intermediate plateau, ai.d then a subsequent rise in radiation sensi-

tivity beginninq at auproximci tel y ?0 '.imoles to saturation at 60 ymoles 0 . These

experiments were done with CO y-rays. They indicate that there are two levels of

0. sensitivity, one at low concentration and one at high concentration. This may be

interpreted as evidence for the presence of the two 0 n effects in the wet system.

Note I lint this division of the two effects is ̂ 1(0* at low concentration and at high

concentration 6̂0'.v, of the total 0_ effect.
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Fig. k. The x-ray sensitivity of B_. megaterium spores as a function of 0 concen-
tration (ref. 12).

Ewing and Powers (ref. 12) extended these experiments using SO kVp x-rays (Fig.

k). The 0_-concentrat ion effect of Tallentire et_ aJ_ is repeated, but with the dif-

ference that the sensitivity level at which the intermediate plateau is observed is

approximately 75X of the total effect, in contrast to their observed '402. This may

be an LET effect or a dose rate effect, these being the two experimental conditions

that differed in the two experiments; the former is more probable. This invites fur-

ther study. The 0? concentrations between which the plateau occurs ore about the

same in the two sets of experiments. The Ewing-Powers experiments showed also that

at the intermediate 0 concentrations a component could be removed by 0.1 M ̂ -BuOH,

evidence we judge to be proof of 'OH involvement at this concentration of alcohol.

Especially noteworthy is the fact that at the highest concentrations of 0?, the

added alcohol has no effect at the concentration used. It appears that the 'OH com-

ponent does not operate at high concentrations of CL. This agrees with numerous

other experimental results from this laboratory that a variety of alcohols at this

concentration do not affect radiation sensitivity of spores in aqueous suspension in



high 0 concentrations. (Glycerol reduce sensitivity of spores in air-saturated sus-

pension, but at a concentration of 6V; or 8.3 H (ref. 13). The importance of con-

centration is discussed below.)

These relations are graphically represented in Fig. 5. The appearance of the "OH

related sensitivity at 'tO uM 0, and its disappearance at 1 mM 0- are shown. It is

not possible at this time to identify k and k of the dry spore in this system.

19. i
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+ t-BuOH + I-B11OH

Fig. 5- Division of the O2 effect into components end its dependency on O2 concentra-
tion for bacterial spores irradiated in aqueous suspension. Note that there is un-
certainty concerning the ascription of k|| and k||| to particular components. _t_-BuOH
concentration in these experiments is O.I M.

Most recently another 0, effect may have been discovered. Oxygen's ground state

is the triplet, with the two unpaired electrons of the 0, molecule having parallel

spins. This molecule can be excited by radiation into the singlet state involving

one spin inversion. Many chemical properties of this species, singlet oxygen, have

been described, and it reacts very quickly with certain organic compounds that can

be used as detector scavengers. One of these is 1 ,'t-diazabicyclo(2.2.2)oct.ane or



DABCO. Barber and Centi11i (unpubl.) in this laboratory have shown that under cer-

tain conditions spores in aqueous suspension show slightly decreased sensitivity when

irradiated in 0 with DABCO. This suggests a fourth 0 effect. Exact characteriza-

tion of this and its relation to the other three 0. effects are currently under study.

Another approach to lht> understanding ol the 0. effect in the spore has added dif-

ferent information that cannot row be reconciled and integrated with the above dia-

gram. Stratford et_ £|_ (ref. 1*0 studied the disappearance with time of 0,,-dependent

damaging mechanisms in the wet spore using stopped-flow and pulsec' electron tech-

niques. They were ablo to resolve two 0. related mechanisms that differed in their

lifetimes after irradiation in the absence of 0,,. The two specie? (?) decay exponen-

tially - a slow one with a haiftime of 120 s and a fast one with a halftime of 9 s.

When 0 ? is present during irradiation, only the fast process with a halftime of 9 s

is seen. Here again we see two processes - but only when irradiation is in anoxia.

The two processes observed in our 0, concentration experiments are seen when irradia-

tion is in 0 ? , a condition under which only one process is seen in this time-resolved

study. Perhaps a combination study o( varying CL concentration together with time

resolution, and time resolution with 'OH scavengers could relieve our ignorance.

Two other sets of experiments are pertinent here. Epp e_t̂  a_l_ (ref. 15) in a 1976

review discuss their earlier experiments and their relation to those of Michael et_

al (ref. 16) on time-resolved studies of the 0- effect(s). Using the double pulse
— -k

technique Epp e_t_ aj_ estimate a maximum lifetime of 10 s for the 0. :ensitive spe-

cies in E_. col i, as well as in Serrat ia, the organism used by the Michael group.

Whereas, Michael et al (i.e.) using a gas explosion technique for introducing 0 ? at

short times after anoxic exposure, estimate that in Serratia the halflife of the 0,-

dependent species is 5 x 10 s. Epp says their values may differ by a factor of 10.

We must note explicitly that Epp irradiates in 0 ? letting the first shot exhaust the

0 ?; Michael irradiates in N_. As noted above for the spore, Stratford et_ aj_ (ref.

1*0 show clearly that a significant difference in effect is to be expected in these

two kinds of experiments. And it is in the Michael type of experiment that one

would expect, from the Stratford et_ aj_ experiment, to see species with longer life-

times. Many years earlier it had been established for the spore (ref. 9) that the

kinetics of development" of the post-irradiation 0, effect depends upon the presence

or absence of 0, during the irradiation interval.

In mammalian cells, also, ihere is evidence of at least two time-dependent 0

effects (ref. 17). If 0, is added to Chinese hamster cells in suspension 3 - 5 ms

before irradiation, the 0^ enhancement ratio (OER) is 1.7 and is independent of the

0. concenti'ation between 1 and 50?. If the time interval between addition of 0_

and irradiation is between 5 and ko ms, the OER increases in an 0 concentration-

dependent manner. Furthermore, if 50/ 0, is added 5 ms after irradiation, only a

small increase in radiation sensitivity is seen, indicating 5 ms as an upper limit



to the lifetime of the 0, sensitive species. These authors discuss several possi-

ble mechanisms for the presence of two time-resolved 0 ? effects, and they indicate

a preference for the hypothesis of two different cellular sites of 0 -dependent dam-

age. However, they present no evidence to support this preference; the results are

just as easily explained on th" two I* i nils of 0^ effect we, and others, demonstrate

in other systems. So, for me at least, two 0 effects have been demonstrated in

the dry spore, the wet spore, E. coli eel Is, Serratia eel Is, and mammalian cells.

There are, of course, several other approaches to the 0. question, with the use

of molecular systems in place of cells. To begin these considerations, let everyone

recogni7e again the obvious difficulty of relating chemistry to biology. Neverthe-

less, ii is required that radiation chemistry be done, and in particular on nucleic

acids and their relatives. From kinetic considerations it is logical to look to

nucleic acid damage. But further than that several sets of observations direct our

attention to them. Al-Shaickly and Tallcntire (ref. 18) incorporated 5-8UdR into

the bacterial spore (&_. subt i I is) . The three classes of radiation damage - two of

them 0., dependent - sre markedly increased in these dry spores compared to spores

produced from thymidine growth medium. In wet spores two 0- effects, one 5-BUdR

dependent and the other not, are recognized. These facts imply strongly nucleic

acid involvement in these 0 effects.

Recently o significant paper in this regard was presented by Tanooka (ref. 19).

He showed that the mutagenic action of 6 MeV electrons could be modified (lessened)

by heating the dry spores after anoxic irradiation, and that the loss paralleled

the increase in survival expected by the heat treatment predicted from the original

experiments of our group in which heat reduced the magnitude of k... - the O.-free

radical component of damage. This also says that our several kinds of damage are

due to irradiation effects on DNA within the spore.

Accordingly, our recent experiments on transforming DNA are expected to be rele-

vant to th*^ cell system, but in what ways remain to be demonstrated. A brief review

of these follow.

While DNA preparations have been used for radiation studies, most attention has

been directed to strand breaks and base damage, changes that have not been related

to change in biological activity of the DNA. With transforming DNA we monitor the

ability of the DNA to transform a biochemically deficient cell (in this case trypto-

phan dependent) and, therefore, test directly loss of biological function.

When the transforming DNA is irradiated in aqueous solution in 100? 0,, it is

protected against x-irradiation-induced loss of biological function, compared to

the response in 100'i N^ (ref. 20). This response is shown by the survival curves

in Fig. 6. Although this protective response is contrary to the action of 0. in

cellular systems, it has been previously seen in some studies with biomolecules and

bacteriophacje.
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Fig. 6. The loss of biological activity of transforming DNA (10 pg/ml in 29 mM phos-
phate buffer when irradiated in saturated solutions of the indicated oases (ref. 20).

We have investigated the response of transforming DNA to a range of 0 concentra-

tions (ref. 21). The results are given in Fig. 7- Plots of inactivation rate con-

stants, k, vs_ concentrat ion of 09 in the equilibrating gases, either N_ or N_0, arc

parallel, with the N,0 response always higher, as expected because of the higher pro-

duction of 'OH, a species previously suggested to be damaging to transforming DNA

(ref. 20). However, it is clear that there are three responses to 0 : 1) at very

low 0_ concentrations {^O.lhZ 0.) there is a sensitization of the transforming DNA

to a level that in either N,0 or N, is twice the baseline sensitivity of the predom-

inant gas alone; 2) at intermediate concentrations of 0 (1 - 90S;), the response is

the same as the background gas, j_.c_. , 0 has no effect and; 3) at concentrations

greater ihan 90X 0_, the 0, is slightly protective.
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Fig. 7. The radiation sensitivity of transforming DNA as a function of 0 concentra-
tion in the equilibrating gas (ref. 21).

As further evidence that there are very different responses to 0_ at various con-

centrations, it should be noted that the nature of the survival curves changes with

0. concentration. This can be seen in Fig. 8- . the DNA inactivation curve at the 0,

concentration at which the sensitization occurs is exponential over three decades,

but at intermediate (1 - 50%) 0 concentrations the survival curves have a low y-

axis intercept, j_.e_., a low dose-high radiation sensitivity component. At still

higher 0 concentrations and in pure gases (N_, 0- or N-0) the survival curves also

exhibit a "tail" of lower radiation sensitivity at higher doses.

Among many suggestions made concerning the mechanism(s) responsible for the 0,

protection at I00'£ 0, are that the 0. can scavenge reducing radicals (e and 'H)

(ref. 22) or that impurities can cooperate witn 0, in some way (ref. 23) in bacterio-

phage experiments. None of these has been critically demonstrated by others or by

our experiments with DNA.

Our experiments, however, have shed some light on the sensicization of transform-

ing DNA at low 0, concentrations. This effect clearly cannot be due to superoxide

radicals, which have been postulated as being responsible for the 0_ effect (ref.
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Fig. 8. The loss of biological activity of transforming DNA irradiated in two dif-
ferent concentrafions of O2 in N2O. Note the differing shapes of the inactivation
curves (ref. 21).

Ik and 25), although this is currently being debated. At tnat 0_ concentration

where sensitization occurs it is over 3,000 times more likely that e reacts with

N O than with 0 , thus no 0 can be formed. ,

Wo do, however, have evidence thai the sensitization of transforming DNA by low

0- concentrations is due to the involvement of the 'OH. If the transforming DNA

is irradiated in the presence of I inM EtOH, an 'OH scavenger, in various gas mix-

tures, the results given in Fig. 9 are obtained. It is evident that in pure 0_,

N_ or N_0, or at intermediate 0_ concentrations (1 - 90*0, EtOH, at this concen-

tration, reduces the sensitivity of the transforming DNA only slightly. But at the

0. concentrations where sensitivity is increased, the EtOH reduces the inactivation

almost to the level of the baselines. Clearly EtOH prevents the low [0 ] sensitiza-
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Fig. 9. The radiation sensitivity of transforming DNA irradiated in the presence of
1 mM EtOH as a function of 0 concentration (ref. 21).

tion, suggesting the involvement of 'OH in that sonsiIization. Presumably the 0.

acts to enhance DNA damage by peroxiclat ion of a DNA-OH' adduct. This reaction

DNA-OH' + 0 DNAOHO2

has been assumed to occur since bcholes et_ a]_ (ref, 26) isolated DNA hydroperoxides

from irradiated aqueous solutions of DNA. Although this reaction has not been dem-

onstrated by pulse radiolysis, despite efforts by several investigators (ref. 27

and 28), the peroxidation of DNA bases has been characterized by pulse radio'ysis

(ref. 29).

We have begun pulse radiolysis experiments with several DNA bases to test the 0 9

concentration effects. (In these experiments we use h MeV electrons in single

pulses of 400 ns, delivering about 2 krads.) With deoxyadenylic acid in 10? 0_

in N-0 we repeat the results of Willson (ref. 29) - two peaks that form rapidly

at '(OO nm and A70 nm and decay over 60 us and a stable one at 330 nm. Whereas, in



O.l^i; 0 in NjO there is no peak at hOO nm, and one at 330 nm and ^70 run, both grow-

ing during the 60 ys observation period. With 0.]k% 0, in N.0, t-BuGH removes all

structure (Fig. 10). Unirradiated, there is no structure in this region.

These :nitial pulse radiolysis studies indicate that radiation chemistry may be

different at high vs low concentrations of 0 . We know of no radiation chemistry of

this kind.

Thua for 0,,, there is a need for different kinds of radiation chemistry to ex-

plain our radiation biology. Indeed, there are numerous questions concerning mech-

anisms that we cannot now answer because of our need for particular chemical infoi—

mation. This brief discussion of the 0 effects can be closed with a listing of

several of ihese:

1) The large question of the 0 concentration at which radia'ion experiments are

performed. It has been shown that the response of transforming DNA does vary with

0, concentrfit ion. Is this phenomenon truo of other biomolecules or biological sys-

tems? What is the chenical reason for it? Furthermore, it is generally assumed in

radiation biology that the response of organisms in room air and in 100'/; 0 ? are the

same. Clearly, this is not so for solutions of transforming DNA. Is it possible

that additives of various sorts alter the response of biological systems to differ-

ent 0. concentrations? Or is the chemistry changed?

2) The general problem of dose rate and total dose used in biology experiments

vis a vis those in chemistry experiments. Usually pulse radiolysis experiments are

done using single pulses of relatively high dose rates and a relatively low total

dose ('M - 2 krads). On the other hand most biology experiments are performed at

much lower dose rates, especially if using x- or y-rays, but at much higher total

doses for microorganisms (e_.£., often several hundred krads in our bacterial spore

experiments). The questions are: a) Is the radiation chemistry following an accumu-

lation of dose the same as that following a single pulse? and b) How do changes in

dose rate affect the response of the biological system and the chemical system?

3) We note that there are differences in absolute values of k̂  for the same bio-

logical test organism between x-rays on the one hand and Co 7-rays and b MeV

electrons on the other, as well as differing inactivation levels of the low-0,, pla-

teau in the responses of the bacterial spore in the experiments of Tallentire et al

(ref. 11) and Ewing and Powers (ref. 12). Is there any radiation chemistry to ac-

count for such differences?

b) With respect to the problem of DMA concentration we have demonstrated a change

in radiation sensitivity of transforming DNA with changes in concentration (ref. 20).

This also has been seen by others in studies in other DNA systems (ref. 22). Unfor-

tunately, the concentration of DNA, or nucleotides, used in pulse radiolysis experi-

ments is dictated, at least partly, by the detection system used for monitoring the

radial ion-induced changes; and this DNA concentration may not be appropriate for use
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Fig. 10. Transient absorption spectra of pulse radiolysis of deoxyadenylic acid
(6 x 10"'1 M) saturated with 0.1 US; O2 in N2O mixture with and without 0.1 M t-BuOH.
Note the absorption of unirradiated deoxyadenylic acid coincides with that Tor irrad-
iation in t^BuOH. Times given on the figure are times after the pulse at which the
spectra were take:1.



in the biology experiments. For example, the DNA concentration used in the trans-

formation experiments is many times lower than that needed for pulse radiolysis

studies of DNA. How do we resolve this problem?

5) A problem which is very relevant to this topic of 0, effects and which is

being studied already by others (ref. 27 and 28) is that of whether the proposed

DNAOh" + 0 2

reaction actually occurs. As noted above, to date this reaction has not been dem-

onstrated by pulse rjdiolys.7 i, although the,-e is evidence that it does occur with

irradiated nucleotides.

6) We use alcohols commonly as "OH scavengers and yet there are some areas of

very grave ignorance concerning their actions. From some spore studies (ref. 30

>ind 31) has come the observation that those alcohols which react with rhe 'OH to

form tx-carbon radicals (£.£-. EtOH) can protect in anoxia in the absence of other

additives, but thos>e alcohols which form mostly B-carbon radicals (e_.g_., t-BuOH)

do not protect the bacterial spore. Furthermore, in the spore t_-BuOH has been

shown to increase the sen-jit ization in H with Pt- and Co-complexes, although EtOH

and formate both partially reverse the sensitization of Pt and Co (ref. 32). What

radiation chemistry could account for this? On the other hand, in transforming

DNA this differential effect of the alcohols does not seem to hold, j_.e_., all al-

cohols protect equa'ly at the same scavenging efficiency (ref. 33) with the possi-

ble exception of allyl alcohol which seems to be even more protective.
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